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THE TYPOLOGICAL EVOLUTION OF THE CEL TIC COINS FROM THE LARISSAAPOLLO AMPHIPOLIS TYPE

PURECE Silviu Istrate*
Abstract. Afier the publishing of the Măldăreşti hoard, in which are some cain series unknown until now, we will try ta
reopen the discussion about the chronological evolution of the Ce/tic cain type:Larissa-Apollo Amphipolis. We identifY two
stages ofevolution, seven phases andfourteen series. The series number 1Omark the Iim it between the stage 1 and 2, with this
series the reverse was iconographical rebuilt. The coins of the fast stage had agreat influence an Aninoasa-Dobreşti coins,
the most important element taken was the line with three points, situated between two ofthe horse 's legs.
Keywords: Larissa, Apollo-Amphipolis, Ce/tic cain, ancient cain typology.

The coins from the Larissa-Apollo Amphipolis type stand out from the Celtic monetary ensemble, due to
the way in which the iconography on the obverse is performed.On the obverse ofthis type we notice the head of a
character seen from the front, or sometimes with the head tumed slightly to the left. It was assumed that the
issuers ofthis monetary type used as inspiration the currency issues ofthe cities ofLarissa 1orAmphipolis2 • On the
backside ofthe coin appears a rider- an element specific to the Celtic coinage- which is pictured by trotting with
his horse to the left, and rarely to the right. Around the central image on the backside of the coin can be seen
warious symbolical elements. The coins belonging to this type can be found in a large area, from the Nothem
Serbia to the North-West of Bulgaria and the Oltenia region (Romaniat
We consider it essential to resume the discussion regarding the chronological evolution ofthis monetary
type, given the problems raised by the publication ofthe hoard coin lot fromMăldăreşti 4 • In this treasure there are
issues belonging to some unknown series until the present time, but very important in the evolutive structure of
the monetary type. We consider that a revision of the previously proposed typological developments is needed,
because, we believe that the existing one does not cover the defining changing elements 5 . As a result of our
analysis, we tried to identizy the series ofthe monetary type and to set their succesion.

lst series. As previously mentioned, the obverse of this type seems to be inspired
by the obverse ofthe Larissa and Amphipolis coins. ln the case ofthe lst series, the head on
the obverse has the same orientation as in thegreek monetary issues probably used as
inspiration, slightly tumed to the left, being in fact the only series that fulfills this
iconographic canon. This aspect allows us to consider that the coins belonging to this series
are the earliest ofthis type. The face ofthe character is carefully made and very expressive,
the hair curls are beautifully drawn by using curved lines. The clean and carefully drawn
style ofthe obverse confmns the early placement ofthe series.
On the reverse of the coins from the first series we notice the presence of a rider,
schematically shown, with the head pushed forward.ln some cases, the body is slightly
curved forward. The right hand ofthe rider is always missing. The left hand, brought little to
the rear, is suggested. The body of the rider seems to be one with the horse, being pictured
as an extremity ofthe horse. The legs ofthe rider are not pictured, except in one case, where
the upper left calf ofthe rider is drawn 6 . The horse has the right, front leg raised, the mane is
made of cells, the protuberances are pronounced in the area ofthe sesamoid bones (by some
Ion , strai ht lines .
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Under the horse 's figure, we notice a long branch that almost reaches its belly and has two branches on
both sides. Behind the rider a crown made ofpoints, dots and opened in its underpart, is described.

*
ln comparison to the ftrst series, ali other series present the head on the obverse of the coin from the
front, the differencies occur in its appearance. We can detine two categories for the obverse:
a. Obverse which pictures a head seen from the front, with a long shape, and the hair divided into six
loops,
b. Obverse which pictures a head seen from the front, with a round shape and the hair divided into jive
loop s.
Starting from this situation, we asked the following questions :
1. What chronological relationships can be established between the coins with an obverse type a and
the coins with the obverse type b?
2. Can we establish chronological sequences within the two groups?
ln order to answer to these two questions, we must start by analyzing the reverse of the first series,
which is clearly defined and placed in the evolutive line of the monetary type. Analyzing the monetary
discoveries, both with obverse type a and type b, we can notice obvious similarities, up to identity, between
the reverses of the coins. Also, the same iconographic changes can be determined both for coins with the
obverse type a and with the obverse type b. This situation clearly indicates that we are dealing with parallel
issues of the two categories of obverse, until a certain moment. Beginning with the second series, the main
defining element is the iconography ofthe reverse.
lf we take the coins in general, which have on the reverse symbolical elements present also on the
reverse of the first series, we can distinguish severa! categories:some of them have maintained both the
branch and the crown, some ofthem only the branch, and some ofthem have no symbols at aii.Given the fact
that the standard is set by the first series for the next o nes, we can say that the disappearance of the symbols
occurs gradually, indicating a certain chronological sequencing. This phenomenon of disappearance of
symbolic elements from the reverse of the coin takes place, probably, after the alleged reform of the
monetary typology , as we shall see below, this loss of symbols indicating the issue after the series which
preserve the symbolic repertoire

Second series
The reverse of the second series is very close to the first one. One of the notable differences
compared to the previous one, occurs in the iconography ofthe rider, which has a very straight, right position
now. Both the crown and the branch are present and pictured in the same positions as in the coins belonging
to the first series.

Features:
- rider to the left,
- rider not wearing a plume,
- the body ofthe rider is very stiff, firm ,
- the feet are not pictured,
- the left hand is slightly separated from the body, being brought
to the back.
- branch under the horse.
- a crown behind the rider.
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Series 3
Unlike the second series, on the reverse of the coins from series 3, we can see the emergence of a
Iong plume and the rider's body can be slightly tilted forward. The proportions ofthe horse 's body increase.

Features:
- rider to the left,
- rider wearing a plume,
- the head ofthe rider is slightly brought at the front,
- the feet of the rider are not drawn ,
- the left hand is slightly separated from the body, being brought to
the back.
- branch under the horse (with two branches on each side).
- the crown behind the rider.

Series 4
Noteworthy is the disappearance of the crown, placed until now behind the rider. The body of the
rider becomes a triangle, without any indication of a presence of the hands. The plume reduces its size. The
body ofthe horse continues to increase.

Features:
- rider to the left,
- rider wears a plume (the plume reduces its length, at the end of
the series beingjust a small elevation),
- the rider has a triangular body,
- the hands are missing,
- the feet ofthe rider are not drawn.
- branch under the horse.
- the crown disappears.

Series 5 14
In the fifth series we notice the appearance ofthe left arm.

Features:
- the rider to the left,
- the rider has a short plume ?,
- the rider has a triangu Iar body,
- the left arm of the rider is brought to the back,
-branch under the horse.
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Series 6
It is for the first time when the calf is suggested. We notice the presence of both arms.
Features:
- rider to the right,
- rider without a plume,
- the body ofthe rider has a long shape,
- both arms are visible at the back ofthe body,
- we distinguish the upper side ofthe calfs ofthe rider.
- branch under the horse.

Series 7
We notice the absence ofthe branch, placed under the horse until now. The proportions ofthe horse
are reducing and the shape ofthe rider ' s body becomes longer. Moreover one ofthe arms reappears.
Features:
- rider to the left,
- the rider has a plume,
- the rider's body has a triangular, long shape,
- the left arm is pictured, being brought to the back.
- the branch disappears.

Series 8
Features:
- rider to the right,
- rider has no plume,
- the body of the rider is Ion ger than in the previousgroup, the triungular form is
being kept,
- the right arm is drawn , brought to the back.
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Series 9
The main change is the appearance of the leg, due to the fact that the branch under the horse
disappeared and because of the free space created. In the groups 4,5 and 6 the calf begins to be distinguished.
After the transition period, represented by the groups 5 and 6, we sti li do not have the lower part of the leg,
although the branch disappeared .

Features:
- rider to the right,
- the rider does not have a plume,
- the body ofthe rider has a longer form , the triangular shape disappears,
- the right arm is brought to the back,
- the right foot is pictured completely.
- there are no symbolic elements in the field.

Tlte reform oftlte monetary type. Tlte second developing piUlse
Series 10
The reverse is very neatly done. There is a symbolic reinterpretation of the iconic construction from the
reverse of the coin. New symbolic elements appear in the field of the reverse: a stylized animal, a bird?, a circ le
surrounded by dots- symbol ofthe sun- under the horse we notice a triangle pointing down. We also notice an
extension ofthe head in the back, probably the hair? This element will become longer in the Il th group.

Features:
- rider turned left,
- the rider has a short extension in the back ofthe head, marking the hair or the plume,
- the left arm is brought to the back,
- the right arm ofthe rider can be noticed,
- the left foot ofthe rider is fully drawn.
- stylized animal, bird?, located above the rider.
- triangle pointing down, located under the horse.
- symbol ofthe sun consisting of a circle surrounded by points, dots.

Series 11
The stylized animal and the triangle beneath the horse disappear, only the symbol ofthe sun is kept
(between the front legs ofthe horse). The widening ofthe snout begins.

Features:
- rider turned left,
- the rider has a short extension, marking the hair,
- the left arm ofthe rider is brought to the back,
- the left foot ofthe rider is fully pictured.
- solar symbol consisting of a circ le surrounded by points.
- the stylized animal, bird? and the triangle disappear.
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Series 12
The solar symbol disappears, the horse ' s snout widens, the hair becomes Ion ger. A branch appears
between the horse ' s legs. The rider wears a helmet? on his head. The horse ' s eye orbit is clearly highlighted,
fact that will remain the same in the following groups.

Features:
- rider turned left,
- rider wears a helmet,
- rider has a long extension in the back of his head, which marks the hair,
- the left arm of the rider is brought backwards,
- the left foot is fully pictured,
- the snout is widened, the eye orbit is clearly outlined.
- a horizontally placed branch appears beneath the horse.
- the solar symbol disappears.

Series 13
The rider's hair tums, falling in plaits. The branch,located under the horse, tums into a slightly curved
line, that has at the ends small points and in the middle a bigger one. There is a cut on the leg, behind the tibia.

Features:
- the rider is tumed left,
- the rider wears a helmet,
- the plaits ofthe rider are very detailed,
- the left arm of the rider is pictured backwards,
- the left leg is fully pictured, with a cleft located behind the tibia.
- under the horse we notice a slightly curved line, with two points at the ends and a bigger
one in the middle; it is likely that the branch from series 1 1 is pictured, in a stylized form.

Series 14
Ldentical to group 12, but very schematized. Also the cut between the lower part ofthe leg is being kept. A
lack ofthe dotted line between the legs ofthe horse is possible.

Features:
lt has almost the same elements as the 13th series, but very stylized, although the
aspect is damaged. It is possible that the dotted line between the horse ' s Jegs is missing.
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We must accept the fact that the )ater pieces are the ones that have on the reverse of the cain, under
the horse, a slightly curved line, with three points. Their positioning at the end of the monetary typology is
determined by the presence of this symbolic element on the coins from the Aninoasa-Dobreşti type and
which, have continued the tradition imposed by the Larissa-Apollo Amphipolis type.

*
After analyzing the reverse of the coins, we noticed quite clearly the evolution of the iconography.
This took place during seven phases, marked by changes in the panoply of the symbolic elements placed
around the rider and his horse:
Phase 1. Crown at the backside ofthe rider, branch under the horse;
Phase 2. Branch under the horse;
Phase 3. No symbolic elements;
Phase 4. Reform of the monetary type and the emergence of new symbolic elements:a stylized animal
above the rider, a solar disk between the.front legs ofthe horse and the triangle pointing down, under the horse;
Phase 5. Maintaining ofthe solar disk, drawn between thefront legs ofthe horse;
Phase 6. The presence of a branch positioned horizontally under the horse;
Phase7. Slightly curved line, with three points, positioned under the horse.
AII this phases can be grouped into two developing stages:

Stage 1. The backside of the cain evolves from the standard required by the first series, until the
disappearance of symbolic elements. This includes phases 1-3.
Stage 2. Iconographic reinterpretation of the backside of the cain, begining with the ser ies 10 until
the end ofthe monetary tipology.
Stage 1. lf at the beginning of the first phase, the rider has no legs, which leaves the impression that the
rider and the horse are one figure, at the end ofthis phase, one ofthe rider's leg is clearly shaped. The lack ofthe
leg is probably due to the fact that some free space was needed for the branch, which was located under the
horse.With the disappearance ofthe branch from the field, new space was created in order to outline the leg. The
series 7 and 8 are the transition, because the image of the rider with no leg is preserved, although the free space
under the horse is noticed. This space is filled with the leg shape beginning with series 9.
Stage 2. The rider has during this stage one of the legs illustrated and the symbolic elements are not
affecting the space considered for the anatomical elements of the rider and horse. Due to its small size, the
triangle (which appears under the horse in series 1O) does not affect the shape of the leg. It is possible, that
the horizontal display of the branch, beginning with series 12, was considered because of the necessity of a
free space in order to draw the leg. There is the possibility that this branch was stylized and transformed in a
line with three dots (with the degradation ofthe iconographic style).
At the end of phase 1, we are able to notice the degradation and disappearance of the obverse type a,
in the second phase the obverse type b is beeing used. The rider on the reverse is only to the left turned. The
change occurs beginning with series 1O, when important iconographic changes ofthe cain emerge.

*

The developing and chronological structure suggested by us, seems to be confirmed by the way in
which the coins in the hoardsappear. Probably the hoard from Măldăreşti contained only issues from the
second stage of the developing cain type 26 , and the one from Hinova in the first developing stage 27 . It seems
that the hoards from the first phase are present, especially, in the southwest Oltenia, while the coins from the
second phase originate from the northwest part of the region. Given the possible distribution of the coins
belonging to the 14 series, it is likely that the "birth" of this cain type occured in an area controlled by the
Scordisci Celts. It was assumed that the obverse ofthe coins show a Celtic deity 28 •
The impact of the Larissa-Apollo Amphipolis coins on the communities from northwest Oltenia was a
major one. The situation is confirmed by the Aninoasa-Dobreşti type, which is particular in the area between Olt
and Jiuriver, taking iconographic details from the reverse of the coins form the last series of the Larissa-Apollo
Amphipolis, includ ing the dotted line between the horse 's legs- a defining element for this type of coins29 .
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